
CHAPTER 2 - PLANNING POMPEII 

The City of Pompeii has been variously described as 

a Greek, Etruscan, Roman or Oscan creation. Obviously 

there are some issues regarding the historical context of 

the city, which makes it especially difficult to link the 

city's physical remains to the society that ignited its cre-

ation. However, as described in the previous chapter,the 

study of the physical heritage of a long-gone society can 

reveal social or political motivations behind spatial 

choices. On the level of the overall plan, the strictness of 

the urban arrangement carries information about the 

strictness of control executed by the political leaders. On 

the level of plot configuration, the size and shape of 

plots, building fabric and land use tell us about the ways 

in which the city functioned on the level of its inhabi-

tants, about the <<stage>> as set by the social-political 

elite and about the rest of the <<cast>>, masters and slaves, 

matronae and barmaids, craftsmen, teachers and glad-

iators, that moved about on the set. What does the built 

environment tell us about the spatial choices that were 

made on these different levels of urban society? 

This chapter describes the opportunities that exist 

for the study of the spatial arrangement of Pompeii and 

introduces the author's study of the organisation of one 

of the Pompeian <<districts>>, Regio W. The first section 

evaluates existing studies of the urban geography of the 

site. These studies have mainly focussed on issues of 

land use and on the building fabric (typologies of 

units), components of the city that would be much 

harder to study in cities that are less extensive and not as 

well preserved. 

The second and third sections look at both the de-

tailed level of plot configurations and at the overall town 

and street plan. The background to these two sections is 

formed by the research carried out by the RUSPA project 

of the University of Leiden and the Dutch Institute at 

Rome. On the level of the overall urban layout or urban 

matrix, this project studies the physical coherence and 

contradictions in the urban plan. On the level of blocks
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and lot partitions, the metrological coherence of the ur-

ban design is further analysed. Because of the close rela-

tionship to the present study of the insulae of Regio W, 

the RUSPA project's methods and methodology regard-

ing this more detailed level will be fully discussed in this 

chapter. 

2.1 Existing Studies of the Spatial Arrangement of 

Pompeii 

The study of the arrangement of the urban land-

scape is an elementary factor when one tries to under-

stand how cities work and it is therefore surprising that 

it took a considerable period of time before the matter 

received any serious attention in Pompeian research. 

Raper opened the discussion on the urban geography of 

the city in 1977. 57 He derived his inspiration for this new 

trail of research from modern urban geographical 

methodology and methods, which proved to be applica-

ble to ancient Pompeii because of the completeness of its 

preservation. Raper's attempt to reveal -the internal 

structure of a city and the interrelations of its inhabi-

tants>> led to the very useful characterisation of Pompeii 

as a city where varied land use prevailed. 58 He explained 

the phenomenon as the result of a -growing process of 

democratization>> of the city in its final years, following 

the commercial expansion under Roman provincial 

rule. 59 The unwillingness of the old aristocratic families 

to be associated with any form of trade and commerce 

led to their downfall in the Roman period. The pattern 

of mixed land use was a result of the deliberate choice of 

the rising commercial classes to move commercial and 

industrial activities to previously more exclusively resi-

dential areas in combination with the former elite's lack 

of ability to oppose to this process. 60 In terms of urban 

planning this meant that, despite the seemingly organ-

ised appearance of the city plan, the urban planning in

57 Ri,i'eis 1977. 
58 Rwisa 1977, P. 190. 
59 Rai'ea 1977, p. 192. 
60 See also RAPER 1 979, pp. 145-147. Here he 

uses changes to the domus house form of the 
Co.es des Veltii, specifically the <,sordid- arrange-
ment of the kitchen area, and the incorporation of 
shops in the Casa del Fauno, as indication that 
the old gently was ',bought out,, by the commer-
cial classes in the later phase of Pompeian history


